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Ilyenkov and the Problem of Alienation 
by Rogney Piedra Arencibia  

Abstract: One of the fascinating aspects of Ilyenkov’s contribution is his approach to the problem of 
alienation. Such an aspect, however, has received little, if some, attention in the English-speaking world. 
Ilyenkov saw the key to understanding—and solving—this problem in the practical divorce between the 
universal essence of the human species and the extremely partial existence of its individuals who are 
deprived, by hostile forces out of their control, of the full enjoyment of human material and spiritual culture. 
These hostile forces, such as the institutions of the market and the State, being the products of human 
activity, escape, yet to our control, acquiring their own logic of function and development to which we are 
forced to subordinate our activity despite our will and consciousness. Ilyenkov depicts idolatry’s fetichism 
as the most primitive and crude form of alienation. That is why one of his main concerns about him was 
that the communist ideal of Marxism does not degenerate from a scientifically guided principle of action 
into an idol object of blind devotion. Concerning this, an exciting idea defended by Ilyenkov is that 
alienation is not a privative phenomenon of capitalist societies but also an insidious problem in socialist 
countries. For Ilyenkov, the formal ‘socialization’ of productive forces, i.e., their legal alienation from the 
hands of the private capitalists to the hands of the State, is just a necessary first step but one that by no 
means solves the problem of alienation. Where the State replaces the particular capitalists as the universal 
one, the role of intermediary between the community and the social treasures that it produces is played by 
a professional politician situated above such a community, who presents himself as an illuminated 
‘vanguard’ of society but, in practice, is as dominated by the market as the previous capitalists. That is why 
for Ilyenkov, the conversion of all individuals into fully developed bearers and participants of the human 
culture capable of independent and correct thinking is a necessary condition for achieving communism, i.e., 
for the definitive elimination of alienation as a social problem. A community of such individuals will be 
able to become the direct masters of their collective activity without the need for a cast of clumsy 
professional bureaucrats. However, Ilyenkov did not consider some objective conditions for this definitive 
elimination of alienation under socialist conditions that I will try to address at the end of this paper. 
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We (Ilyenkov’s friends) have come a long way. During the last few years, we have not only multiplied in 
number but also made a remarkable effort in publishing, translating, promoting, commenting, and debating 
Ilyenkov’s work. This very symposium, with such an impressive variety of presenters from all over the 
world covering so many angles of Ilyenkov thinking, proves how far we have come. We have many 
arduous—although not necessarily conclusive—studies about Ilyenkov’s concepts of the ideal, dialectical 
method, philosophy’s object, education process, cosmology, aesthetical ideas, and his impact on the 
development of Soviet philosophy. Ilyenkov’s name, works, and ideas appear now regularly in many 
accomplished journals and book series, such as Historical Materialism. Indeed, the days of that usual way 
to start a paper about Ilyenkov, referring to him as a little-known thinker, are happily over. However, even 
today, with so many scholars, publications, and talks focusing on him, some aspects of his thought remain 
little known/discussed. 

I want to share with you my take on one of these poorly explored aspects of Ilyenkov’s thought—his 
views on the problem of alienation. Such a problem is not usually associated with Soviet Marxism. Some 
authors, like Marcello Musto in his new book on alienation, claim that there was a ‘silence from the 
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Soviet Union on this whole topic,’1 which the Soviet thinkers supposedly regarded as an insignificant 
Hegelian vestige of the young Marx. 

Strictly speaking, that claim is false. Even the most ‘orthodox’ textbooks of Marxist-Leninist philosophy 
not only did not avoid the concept but consistently used it.2 However, it is also true that alienation was an 
uncomfortable topic for Soviet authorities because Soviet readers could identify that problem in their daily 
lives dominated by state-bureaucratic authoritarianism. In this sense, some philosophical discussions of 
alienation by Soviet authors could be seen as disguised ‘domestic’ critiques of the Soviet regime’s 
reactionary tendencies. As I will try to argue in this paper, that was Ilyenkov’s case. 

First of all, Ilyenkov categorically rejected the artificial opposition between the ‘young’ and the ‘mature’ 
Marx. For him, the differences between the Marx of the Philosophical-Economical Manuscripts of 1844 
and the Marx of Capital boils down to a more concrete approach of the latter to the same concepts and 
problems that Marx addressed in his early years but now using more precise terminology. In this way, 
Ilyenkov explicitly disapproved of the positions of Luis Althusser and Sydney Hook, that saw alienation as 
a ‘purely philosophical’ (speculative) topic that the ‘mature’ Marx dismissed altogether as an ‘ideological’ 
concept and, therefore, can be discarded in our study of his ‘scientific’ work.3  

Ilyenkov was especially concerned with the specificity of the concept of alienation developed and used by 
Marx and Engels, in contrast to Hegel’s and Feuerbach’s conceptions. In a minimal sense—and this sense 
is shared by Hegel, Feuerbach, Marx, and, of course, Ilyenkov—‘alienation’ refers to the process of 
inversion of the subject-object relation. A process in which, first, the product of the subject’s activity 
acquires a functioning logic independently of the will and consciousness of its producer (that is, it becomes 
‘alien’ or ‘stranged’ to the subject) and, second, it starts subordinating the subject to its functioning logic 
as an organ for its self-development (that is, the object becomes not only ‘alien’ but also ‘hostile’ to the 
subject). In this way, the subject becomes the controlled object of its product, which appears now as the 
active principle in their relationship: ‘It turns out that Man first creates the State and the Concept and then 
begins to revere it as almighty God, as a being existing outside of Man, alien to him and even hostile. Such 
a phenomenon adopted in philosophy the denomination of “alienation.”’4 

Nevertheless, both Hegel and Feuerbach saw alienation as an essentially psychological phenomenon—as 
the illusory ‘projection’ of the human subject’s essential active powers onto the screen of the heavens 
through the means of imagination.5 That’s why the Hegelian left, including Feuerbach, understood their 
mission as dispelling such religious alienating illusions so the deceived individuals could emancipate from 
their illusory chains. Marx, in turn, focused his theoretical gaze on the material basis of such phenomena—
alienation was not just a psychological illusion but a materially conditioned process with a psychological 
form of expression. If, as Feuerbach claimed, the divine subject in which humanity alienated its essential 
powers is just an illusory (unreal) being, then, from the point of view of humanity as a whole—Marx 
concludes—the problem of alienation had never existed. For there is no other being apart from humanity 
to which man could alienate his activity and its products. 6 So the real contradiction was not between ‘man’ 
(in general) and an imaginary being (God), but an internal contradiction within the real community of living 
men, a contradiction of the ‘civil society’ with itself,7 where one group of men appropriates the essential 
powers of another.8 And here, sadly, a mere enlightening shift in the individual’s consciousness will not 

 
1 Musto 2021, p. 17. 
2 Konstantinov 1982, pp. 189, 294, 386, 388, and 391-392. 
3 Iliénkov 2021a, p. 297. 
4 Iliénkov 2021b, pp. 222-223. 
5 Ilyenkov 2018, p. 55. 
6 Iliénkov 2021b, p. 225. 
7 Iliénkov 2021b, p. 238. 
8 “The alien being, to whom labour and the produce of labour belongs, in whose service labour is done and for whose benefit the 
produce of labour is provided, can only be man himself. […] Thus, if the product of his labour, his labour objectified, is for him 
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cut it—this is a real objective yoke which finds its ideal expression in religion and other kinds of ideological 
forms. So, Ilyenkov, following Marx, emphatically rejects the way of ‘moral self-improvement’ as a method 
for constructing a ‘new man.’ This would only lead to the adaptation of the individual to an objective state 
of affairs that remains alienated and alienating—this is the path to submitting to alienation.9 

For Ilyenkov, a materialist discussion about the problem of alienation necessarily refers to human material 
activity and its products. The problem of alienation is not originated—nor, therefore, can it be solved—in 
the sphere of spiritual production or social consciousness. It is a problem that emerges from—and, 
therefore, can only be solved in—the material production of life. This is the real substance of human 
culture’s ideal phenomena, including the alienated ones. The so-called ‘human nature,’ which becomes an 
‘alien’ and ‘hostile’ force controlling us, lies in our productive activity. The real cause of alienation is that 
such a productive activity is currently organized in a way that confronts the individual as a monstrous 
mechanism, in which she only plays the role of a subordinate—and expendable—‘cog,’ a partial accessory 
of a self-developing system. That’s why, among the features of the modern (capitalist) form of producing 
our lives, Ilyenkov identified the tendency to ‘professional cretinism’ (i.e., the reduction of the individual 
to a narrowly overspecialized range of activities determined by the anarchic and extreme division of labour 
under such a form), as the most typical expression of modern alienation. In his essay ‘On Idols and Ideals,’ 
he illustrates how professional cretinism is, at the same time, a condition and a consequence of the capitalist 
division of labour and property with the following example: 

The clown, who entertains the public in the circus, is obliged to train as a clown for whole 
days without knowing the rest, otherwise, he will not resist the competition with other more 
hardworking clowns and will fall to a lower level, he will wear the uniform of a sweeper 
instead of the clown hat with bells. […] The capitalist mode of division of labour does not 
know and does not tolerate exceptions. Therefore, professional cretinism here becomes not 
only a fact but a virtue, a norm, even a peculiar ideal, the principle of personality formation, 
with which each one strives to correspond so as not to sink to the bottom of society so as 
not to become a simple unskilled labour force. […] Professional cretinism is private 
property over certain capacities.10 

Before this ‘partial man,’ who only knows—and cares—about his clown matters, the rest of human culture 
appears as an incomprehensible ‘strange’ force that develops independently from him. He will always need 
an external form of regulation of his activity, just as the cog’s function in a geared device is dictated from 
‘above,’ from the mechanism it serves as a subordinated part. That is why the communist ideal is that of 
the community of fully developed multifaceted personalities, for ‘only a community of such individuals 
will no longer need an external—‘alienated’—form of regulation of its activities—in money-commodity, 
legal, state-political and other forms of people management.’11 

Closely related to the problem of professional cretinism lies, in my opinion, the most exciting aspect of 
Ilyenkov’s views on alienation—his claim that alienation is not an exclusive problem of capitalist societies 
but that it also affects socialist modes of production. Ilyenkov is very categorical on this point. He claims 
that those Marxist philosophers who think that in the socialist society is unacceptable to use the concept of 
alienation are ‘deeply mistaken.’12 By acting that way, they are simply ignoring the negative tendencies of 

 
an alien, hostile powerful object independent of him, then his position towards it is such that someone else is master of this 
object, someone who is alien, hostile, powerful, and independent of him. If his own activity is an unfree activity to him, he is 
treating it as activity performed in the service, under the dominion, coercion and the yoke of another man” (Marx 1988, pp. 79-
80). 
9 Iliénkov 2021a, p. 302. 
10 Iliénkov 2021b, p. 245. 
11 Ilyenkov 1991, p. 151. 
12 Iliénkov 2021a, p. 303. 
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the external forms of regulation that remain under a socialist regime, particularly the State with its inherent 
tendency towards bureaucratization and application of violence as a method for control. Therefore, ‘to deny 
the presence of “alienation” in the countries that have established the popular, socialist form of ownership 
of the means of production simply means simplifying the general theoretical criteria of communist 
transformation.’13  

That’s why, for Ilyenkov, the proper Marxist position regarding how to solve the problem of alienation is 
to see the legal ‘socialization’ of private property through its appropriation by the socialist State only as a 
first step.  

But only the first. The second step can only be a profound revolution in the entire system 
of the social division of labour, in the conditions of immediate labour, including its 
technical conditions. If within production, the individual remains as before, as a “detail 
of a partial machine,” that is, as a professionally limited partial worker, the social property 
remains social for him only formally, and no moral self-improvement will yet transform 
him into a true “owner” of socialized culture.14 

As history has sadly shown in all socialist regimes, far from creating the conditions for the extinction of the 
State, the new class of bureaucratic ‘officers’ composing ‘the organs of the State, their leaders, 
functionaries, and employees,’ in order to perpetuate itself, assigns to the State the positive political function 
of ‘ensuring’ that all individuals ‘strictly adhere’ to the ‘socialist law.’ 15 In other words, this new ‘organized 
vanguard of the nation,’16 or as Ilyenkov called it, ‘a caste of officials bureaucrats, who impose their clumsy 
will on the whole society and portray their limited intelligence as […] the embodiment of ‘general’ 
(collective) reason,’17 will make itself sure that public power never loses its political character,18 acting 
now as the interpreter, prosecutor and judge of the ‘socialist law’ that all members of society must obey. 
Directly contradicting Marx’s19 and Engels’20 idea that the socialist State is just a method for conquering 
power, not a form of government over the victorious proletariat, the authoritarian ‘democratic centralism,’ 
as Ernesto (Che) Guevara, one of the idols of this autocratic nightmare, cynically admitted, ‘is the 
dictatorship of the proletariat operating not only over the defeated class but also individually over the 
victorious class.’21 

 
13 Iliénkov 2021a, p. 305. 
14 Iliénkov 2021a, p. 304. 
15 Asamblea Nacional del Poder Popular 2019, p. 2. 
16 Asamblea Nacional del Poder Popular 2019, p. 2. 
17 Iliénkov 1997, p. 78. 
18 ‘When, in the course of development, class distinctions have disappeared and all production has been concentrated in the hands 
of a vast association of the whole nation, the public power will lose its political character’ (Marx and Engels 1968, p. 231). 
19 Marx 1976, p. 25 
20 Engels 1976, p. 35. 
21 Guevara 1969c, p. 161. In this article, ‘Che’ also admits that the ‘party is a minority,’ but one that supposedly has the aspiration 
of becoming a mass organization as soon ‘the mass’ reaches the educational level of the vanguard (see pp. 166-167). In my view, 
it is not just that in fact the inverse happened in Cuba, where the ‘vanguard’ remains a selected minority even after more than 6 
decades; such an (elitist) approach is flawed in principle. Indeed, Marxism emerged as a reaction to the same ‘vanguard-mass’ 
elitist dichotomy of the young-Hegelians (see Marx and Engels 1956, pp. 17, 105-117, 135-137, 181, 193). Even if the Socialist 
party becomes a mass one, it remains a political party with its own internal hierarchy (on the top is its ‘undefeated leader,’ followed 
by a Central Committee, etc., and at the bottom, of course, comes ‘the mass’). Thus, regardless of whether it is composed by a 
minority or by ‘the mass,’ it preserves its ‘centralist’ (i.e., hierarchical, bureaucratic, elitist, and vertical) nature: ‘The party of the 
future […] will be a party that rigidly applies its discipline following the principles of democratic centralism. […] Its members will 
be the best people, and these cadres will have to fulfill its dynamic task of being in contact with the people and transmitting their 
experiences to their superiors. The cadres will have to be […] the best, the purest, the most humane’ (Guevara 1969b, p. 109). 
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For these Machiavellian Marxists, any form of coercion, manipulation, martyrization, and slaughter would 
be a worthy sacrifice, an ‘everyday heroism,’ a ‘quota of death and […] immense tragedies’22 that humanity 
must pay to reach the ‘luminous’ communist future. Understood in this way, any revolution becomes an 
idol to be worshipped by blind fanatics, a bloody God of terror,23 repression, and violence, hungry for 
human lives to be fed to Him as sacrifices.24 

Ilyenkov openly addressed this problem with the question of if there must be a red line, a limit to the 
principle ‘everything that is done for communism is moral.’ And here is his answer: ‘The only justification 
for violence is as a means to oppose violence, as violence against the violent, but not as a means to influence 
the will of the majority of workers. Therefore, the communists are never the initiators of actions such as 
war or the “export of the revolution” on the edge of the bayonet.’25 For Ilyenkov,  

[The elimination of alienation] is a problem that involves the creation of the entire Earth 
globe (and on a smaller scale, this problem is impossible to solve) of conditions that forever 
exclude the apparition of wars. For in the current circumstances, war is the perspective of the 
real loss for humankind of all the material and spiritual culture achieved by her, of the 
‘alienation’ of this culture in the literal and crude sense of the word. The possibility of war 
is the possibility of ‘losing our lives.’ And this—sadly—is not a mere game of words.26 

We should not forget that these pacifist words do not come from an ‘armchair intellectual’ but from a man 
who fought bravely defending the communist ideal in the most brutal conflict in the history of humanity. 
Ilyenkov didn’t share the naïve belief that the revolutionary should renounce violence in all the 
circumstances of class struggle. But he only approved violence in extreme cases where another violent force 
threatens human lives, and even then, he approved it only if used in the absolute minimum necessary 
amount. Ilyenkov had the conviction that, if pursued through violent and corrupted means, no matter how 
noble and pure the communist ideal might seem, it immediately transforms into an idol. 

That’s why, for Ilyenkov, Marxist philosophy is opposed to any form of idolatry (for him, the most primitive 
form of alienation). In his eyes, this is what makes Marxism the ultimate form of humanism. Not the 
development of the machines27 of capital or the State but the real human beings, or more precisely, their 
multilateral development, should be the goal of a Marxist.  

Such an ideal of the multilateral development of the individual does not mean, of course, that each living 
person must be transformed into an all-knowing genius mastering the infinite number of human abilities 
(i.e., a person who is at the same time a mathematician, lens manufacturer, economist, pianist, fashion 
designer, carpenter, surgeon, soccer player, etc.). That’s just impossible to attain in a lifetime. What is 
needed is the creation of equitable conditions for the free development of each individual in all the 
directions they might choose during their lifetime, i.e., the real possibility to reach the highest degree 
attained by humankind in any (not every) field of the human culture and be able to move from one field to 
another freely.28 Only through her transformation into a fully socialized individual, i.e., an individual that 
is not forced to remain attached to a narrow (over-specialized) activity all her life,29 but one capable of 
mastering and performing any activity within the full spectrum of human activities, will she cease to be a 

 
22 Guevara 1969a, p. 182. 
23 ‘Terror —this is the lot of the human cog turned by fate in the mechanism of the state machine’ (Mikhailov 1995, p. 75). 
24 Iliénkov 2021b, p. 171-172. 
25 Iliénkov 2022b, p. 32. 
26 Iliénkov 2021a, p. 305-306. 
27 Arsen’ev, Ilyenkov, and Davydov 1966 
28 Iliénkov 1997, p. 89. 
29 See Marx and Engels 1998, p. 53. 
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partial, subordinate ‘cog’ in the social machine. The problem of the formation of an all-rounded personality, 
i.e., ‘the task of transforming every individual on Earth into a highly developed and universal individual,’30 
is not just an ‘educational’ or ‘aesthetic’ endeavour but a political one—it is the final and decisive 
emancipatory milestone in the human quest for freedom. Such universal individuals would be able to 
understand their particular role and the common business of the community they belong to, so they will no 
longer need a political official working as a ‘translator’ situated above them to coordinate their collective 
activities. 

Ilyenkov’s radical opposition to all forms of idolatry implies, first and foremost, the creation of objective 
conditions for developing independent, critical, and free-thinking individuals. Idolatry implies the blind 
subordination of the individual to a deified authority, which fulfills the task of thinking for her. This is 
particularly true in a society composed of ‘professional cretins that consider politics an inaccessible sphere 
for the people, which requires “innate” talents and similar qualities.’ 31 According to this elitist, 
paternalistic, vertical, and anti-democratic view, the ‘leading cadres’ of the Party, ‘the purest,’32 are an 
illuminated ‘vanguard’ of society who are best qualified to lead the ‘masses’ in the construction of 
socialism. In reality, they are also narrow-minded (political) professionals who, in practice, are as 
dominated by the market as the previous capitalists they replaced. For that reason, the true communist ideal 
is that of a free association of self-thinking individuals who, having incorporated into their personalities the 
universal achievements of the human culture, can coordinate their collective activity without the need for a 
professional political class situated above them. 

That’s why Ilyenkov was so fond of Lenin’s example of the ‘political cook.’33 According to Ilyenkov, 
politics as a special profession should start disappearing from the beginning of the socialist revolution to 
become an ordinary business for all members of society. What Ilyenkov did not say, but I think it follows 
from his conception, is that in a society where such a ‘cast of clumsy bureaucrats’ become entrenched in 
power, the material and spiritual conditions for the emergence of that type of multilaterally developed 
personality are progressively eliminated. Instead of independently thinking, all-rounded individuals, such 
a mode of production engenders opportunism, obedience, and mediocrity. The mediocre obedient footman 
with no talent other than the refined art of ass-kissing is the most functional individual in that form of 
society where every decision must come ‘from above,’ and the ‘historical leaders’ are to be blindly followed 
‘pa´ lo que sea.’34 

Furthermore, such a cast of political bureaucrats will not willingly renounce their privileged positions. In 
such societies where the (unique and almighty) Party, the ‘vanguard’ of narrowly trained political officials, 
controls all aspects of society, education is inevitably replaced by indoctrination and information by 
propaganda. Moreover, when these means for controlling the human mind fail because of the obviousness 
of the stubborn reality (no matter how much the state apparatus for manipulating our perception of reality 
might tell the ‘right’ answer is 5, 2+2 is actually 4), the socialist State will most certainly resort to violence 
‘as a means to influence the will of the majority of workers,’ just as in Ilyenkov’s favourite novel by George 
Orwell, 1984. 

Ilyenkov insisted that dystopian nightmares, such as Orwell’s or Huxley’s, do not represent the socialist 
tendencies toward communism but the reactionary (capitalist) ones that still survive under the socialist 

 
30 Ilyenkov 1991, p. 151. 
31 Iliénkov 2021b, p. 247. 
32 Guevara 1969b, p. 109. 
33 Iliénkov 2021b, p. 247. 
34 The ‘revolutionary’ Cuban slogan ‘Pa´ lo que sea Fidel’ could be translated as ‘We are willing to do what ever you want, 
[leader].’ 
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contradictory process of construction of the desired society.35 However, as Engels liked to say, the ‘proof 
of the pudding is in the eating.’ Ilyenkov’s suicide was the acknowledgement of his mistake in this regard—
in the Soviet case, the alienating ‘circumstances’ turned out to be stronger than those positive tendencies 
that, at that moment, Ilyenkov still believed would prevail. In the end, Ilyenkov’s ‘dialectical self-negation’ 
made him a martyr, ironically, in a similar way to the one he described in his 1971 article on science and 
humanism.36 The only difference is that Ilyenkov chose suicide not because he didn’t understand his 
alienated ‘circumstances’ correctly but because, even if he did, he was still powerless in front of them, 
which made his existence even more unbearable. In this sense, Ilyenkov’s death is a sad confirmation of 
the Marxist principle he emphasized—alienation is an objective process, and even if you gain consciousness 
of its causes, it does not cease to exist. Therefore, no matter how ‘all-rounded’ you as an individual might 
become—and Ilyenkov certainly was a personality of this (universal) kind—in a society controlled by the 
ideological and coercive state forces of an almighty Party, you will remain an object subordinated to its 
alienated and alienating ‘circumstances.’  
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